Tales Of Everyday Magic Movie
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"Everyday settings are where life happens," she told The Huffington Post. I was able to piece together neighborhood tales of madness, conspiracy, and love, often substituting my own theories to Movie Characters Whose Legends Live On.


The Wizard of OZ, Gone With the Wind…epic tales that filled me with a strange sense of longing, perhaps for my own story I was the clichéd movie character, right before the dramatic moment of stark realization. The Magic of Synchronicity.

Number nine on my list is Michael Winterbottom's Everyday. Not much happens in Everyday, yet the movie maintains a certain amount of tension for all of its tales of everyday magic. Aunt Dorothy Between the Darkness and the Dawn (1985) (TV Movie) 1984. Little House: The Last Farewell (1984) (TV Movie). Enjoy a movie night with friends and family. During this 5-day series, you can stream Painting the Future: Tales of Everyday Magic. Based on the celebrated...